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Rolling  
Deep in 
macau

H o n g  Ko n g ’ s  n o t  s o  d i s ta n t  c o u s i n  i s  a 
fa s c i n at i n g  a n d  s l i g H t ly  b a f f l i n g  m i x 
o f  o d d  p o l a r i t i e s .  b y  d ay,  i t  m ay  l o o K 
d u l l  a n d  g r e y,  b u t  b y  n i g H t  i t  t u r n s 
i n t o  a  d a z z l i n g  t o w n  f u l l  o f  b r i g H t 

l i g H t s  a n d  n e w  e x p e r i e n c e s ,  d i s c o v e r s  
N e e l i m a  Va l l a N g i
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Guia Lighthouse, 
fortress and chapel, 

Macau. Opposite: 
the dramatic shape 
of sheraton’s pool is 

best viewed from the 
hotel’s suites.
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Clockwise from 
opposite page: 
Ruins of st paul’s, the 
cobbledstoned lanes 
and colonial style 
buildings that house 
luxury brand stores 
in senado square 
offer a glimpse of how 
the past and present 
come together in 
Macau, poolside at the 
magnificently massive 
sheraton Macau, the 
A-Ma temple is the 
oldest taoist temple in 
Macau and is dedicated 
to the goddess of 
seafarers and fishermen, 
the living room in one 
sheraton’s deluxe suites 
with fantastic sweping 
views of the city and a 
box of egg tarts from 
Lord stow’s Bakery, the 
best place to taste this 
Macau delicacy. 

charming relics of old times coexist peacefully with the 
skyscrapers and rapidly growing new constructions. Featuring 
both, oriental culture from its Chinese roots and European 
culture from 500 years of Portuguese colonisation, Macau is 
a quirky destination hidden under the veneer of a gambling 
capital. Delve into its depths and the island city is sure to 
surprise you with its secrets!

Old macau
A thriving port city and a Portuguese colony since 16th century, 
Macau has the unique cultural influences of East meeting the 
West. A walk through the old city can transport you to European 
days with Baroque style churches, cobble-stoned pathways 
and colourful buildings with beautiful porches. Yet, a visit to 
one of the several temples will remind you of its Chinese past. 
Twenty two of Macau’s heritage buildings and public spaces 
were awarded the World Heritage site status in 2005 keeping the 
most fascinating part of the region safe from the onslaught of 
development.

ruins of st Paul’s church
One of the most recognisable landmarks of Old Macau, only the 
front wall and stairs leading to the facade of this 15th-century 

cathedral remain today. The church was destroyed 
in a fire in the 19th century after which the structure 
was never reconstructed leaving only the ruins to fuel 
your imagination of the church’s past grandeur. 

chaPel of our lady Penha
Situated on Penha Hill and dating back to 1622, this 
church dedicated to Our Lady of Penha offers a 
bird’s eye view of the city below and Macau Tower. 
Prominently seen in the Macau skyline because of 
its altitude, Penha Hill and the Chapel rising out of 
the greenery is quite a memorable sight. 

st dominic’s church
Situated in Senado Square, the yellow building with 
green doors and windows looks beautiful set amidst 
the black and white cobblestoned pathway. Three 
Spanish Dominican priests hailing from Acapulco in 
Mexico founded this church in 1587. The first Portuguese 
language paper in Far East was printed here in 1822. 

a-ma temPle
A Taoist temple built in 1400s; A-Ma temple is 
believed to be the source that lent Macau its name. 

In Macau, 
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Xin
Inspired by the traditional 
Chinese way of cooking 
where the entire family used 
to sit around a boiling pot of 
soup and cook dinner, Xin 
offers similar modern day 
experience to their guests. 
Each person gets his own 
stove, soup and selection 
of fresh seafood, meat and 
vegetables. Choose your soup, 
raw ingredients and make 
your own dinner! The whole 
process is just as interesting 
as it is convenient. 

Golden Peacock
It doesn’t come as a surprise to 
see this restaurant in Venetian 
Macau buzzing with Indians. It 
is one of the only nine Michelin 
starred Indian cuisine 
restaurants in the world and is 
the only one in Asia. At Golden 
Peacock, fine dining and 
traditional Indian dishes come 
together rather tastefully!

alburGue 1601 
Oddly, set in an incredibly old building built in 1601 that housed 
aging spinsters, Alburgue 1601 is today a romantic restaurant 
that serves fine Portuguese style food in an open courtyard 

When Portuguese sailors first landed in Macau and asked for 
the name of the land, the locals replied “A-Ma Gau” meaning 
“Bay of A-Ma” which was quickly appropriated to Macau.  
The temple is dedicated to Tin - Hau, Goddess of Sea. 
Fisherfolk of Macau used to pray here for adequate supplies 
and fair weather during fishing.

tip Look out for lanes in Old Macau with Portuguese names 
and street signs created in glazed white ceramic tiles featuring 
Azulejo, the traditional conventional blue paintings typical of 
towns in Portugal.

New macau
One of the fastest growing economies, modern Macau 
urbanized rapidly and is in a frenzy of new constructions and 
giant upcoming properties. Gambling need not be the only way 
to spend time in Macau, there’s plenty to do here for everyone, 
be it the adventure enthusiast or a Formula racing Fan!
 
World’s hiGhest bunGee JumP
Macau Tower reaches a dizzying height of 338 meters where the 
mere act of walking on a 1.8 meter wide walkway can be just as 

exciting as giving in to gravity from the world’s highest 
commercial bungee jump. And if that doesn’t make your 
knees wobble, the physically intense and external tower 
climb just might! Tower. www.macautower.com.mo

360 deGree cafe
The skyline of Macau is incredibly enchanting after 
dark and there’s nothing better than soaking in the 
view from Level 60 of the Macau Sky Tower. While 
you are at it, enjoy fine food and a changing view of the 
skyline sounds perfect. The 360-degree cafe completes 
one full revolution in an hour promising both a visual 
and gastronomical treat!  www.macautower.com.mo
 
macau Grand PriX
Originally, a treasure hunt set for the locals in 1954, 
Macau Grand Prix has come a long way and is today 
known for its street-circuit racing of motorcycles and 
cars. For those not lucky enough to catch the race live in 
action, the Grand Prix Museum built commemorating 
50 years of Macau’s racing history is the next best 
alternative where you can try your hand at a simulator 
to experience the rush of racing in one of the most 
challenging circuits in the world.  

Clockwise from above: children go crazy when 
characters from the film Madagascar perform at 
the sheraton as part of its Dreamworks fest, a 
most tempting candy and dessert bar at the hotel, 
and a pretty sight of incense coils hanging from 
the ceilings and in open spaces at A-Ma temple. 
opposite page: Views of downtown and 
fisherman’s Wharf. 

house of dancinG Water
Designed by the acclaimed creator and director, 
Franco Dragone, this very famous water-based stage 
production is full of choreographed acrobatics and 
stunts. Specially designed for Macau, the show is 
about a love story between a Chinese fisherman and 
a princess and promises to be a visual extravaganza. 
thehouseofdancingwater.com/en

desiGner brands & biG labels
A walk from the Cotai Sands Shopping area to  
the Venetian Shopping Area with the faux canals 
and gondolas of Venice gives a small glimpse  
into the range of clothing lines and designer 
brands on offer.

tip Every winter, participants from all across the 
world compete in the Macau International Fireworks 
Display Contest showcasing their pyrotechnic 
prowess near Macau Tower during the last two weeks 
of September. fireworks.macautourism.gov.mo

FOOd
The Macanese food scene is a culinary fusion of 
Chinese and Portuguese influences ranging from 
mouth-watering local delicacies to high end fine 
dining. On a leisurely stroll through the local 
market, sample cookies and egg rolls offered for 
free tasting by bakeries intending to draw you 
in for a sale. And if you are homesick, some fine 
Indian restaurants will make you feel at home. t
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local 
tReasuRes
Ironically, Macau’s most 
famous pastry was 
introduced in Asia for the 
first time by an Englishman 
named Andrew Stow! 
Portuguese pastry, Pasteis 
de Nata, with an English 
twist by Andrew was so 
well received that it is 
now one of Macau’s most 
famous delicacies! Lord 
Stow’s Bakery in the quiet 
neighbourhood of Coloane is 
where it all started and that’s 
where you should sample 
this delicious tart with 
rich, moderately sweet and 
creamy egg custard filling. 

Another Macau treat is 
a box of soft and crumbly 
Almond cookies from Koi Kei. 
While you are it, you might 
also consider tasting other 
famous local delicacies like 
the crunchy peanut candy 
and beef jerky stacked up in 
local bakeries lining the old 
market streets. 
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under a 100-year-old tree or in one of the three 
rooms upstairs. You cannot go wrong with ordering 
African Chicken here.   

tip Aruna’s Curry is the first Indian Restaurant to 
open in Macau and it is the place to go if you are 
craving delicious north Indian cuisine that feels like 
a no-frills neighbourhood jaunt from back home.

NightliFe  
No more “Monte Carlo of the Orient” or “Las Vegas 
of Asia”, Macau is now the gambling capital of 
the world surpassing Vegas in both revenues and 
number of casinos. After gambling and hopefully 
some winning, dance or drink the night away at one 
of Macau’s top pubs. 

the venetian
Modeled after the Las Vegas Venetian, the Macau 
Venetian is one of the largest casinos in the world 
with 3400 slot machines and 800 gambling tables. 
Extravagance is packed to the punch everywhere 
in Venetian Macau as proved by the vastness of the 
casino floor or the elaborate paintings adorning the 
casino ceiling. 

Grand lisboa
Owned by Macau’s wealthiest person, Stanley  
Ho, Grand Lisboa is one of the oldest casinos in 
town adding colourful glitz and a striking shape  
to the Macau skyline. If you are looking to escape 
the Vegas-style casinos, Grand Lisboa is where  
you should go. 

cubic
Club Cubic is part of City of Dreams in Cotai Strip 
and is probably the most happening nightclub in 
Macau with live performances by the biggest names 
in the EDM industry.

bellini
Situated inside the casino area in the Venetian, this 
lounge is a great place to celebrate your wins or 
forget your losses with great live performances and 
drinks. The acoustics are bad but its central location 
makes up for it. 

china rouGe
Super exclusive, members-only or by invitation-
only private club, China Rouge in the Galaxy Macau 
is a suave and stylish cabaret style nightspot with a 
decor reminiscent of the times when Shanghai was 
known as the Paris of the East!

tip Wednesday is a Ladies Night at both Cubic  
and Bellini.

Stay
sheraton macau
Even though the popularity of Macau is soaring high, there 
isn’t enough land to support the rapid development in the tiny 
islands. Cotai, envisioned as the Vegas Strip, was the result 
of a massive land reclamation project connecting the two 
Islands of Coloane and Taipa. The name Cotai is derived from 
the first halves of the two islands. Built specifically for casino 
development, Cotai is shinier and more modern than Macau. 

Sheraton Macao in Cotai Central is the largest hotel in 
Macau with more than 3800 rooms and suites. Part of an 
integrated resort, Sheraton Macao is right in the middle of all 
the action with top casinos, shopping areas, restaurants and 
nightclubs within short distances. sheratonmacao.com

shoPPinG and GamblinG
Apart from a thriving shopping area and fine dining 
restaurant/cafes in the integrated shopping area in Sheraton, 

a walkway on the second floor 
connects directly to Venetian 
across the street that gives 
very easy access to the finest 
shopping and gambling in the 
largest casino of the world! 
Smoking exits on the side of 
the walkway are also excellent 
vantage points to enjoy the 
bling of Macau after dark. 

tai chi lessons
If regular gym doesn’t cut it for 
you, try the Tai Chi lessons by a 
master on the Sala poolside! One 
hour sessions can be arranged 
where you get to experience a 
tiny slice of the Chinese culture. 

feast and bene
Feast is primarily an Asian and 
Macanese cuisine restaurant 
in Sheraton with plenty of 
seafood. Bene serves traditional 
Italian cuisine with a signature 
line of breads, garden-fresh 
salads and hot piping pizzas. 

tip If booking Deluxe rooms, 
prefer the ones with a view of 
the Venetian to the poolside 
view rooms. If you are traveling 
with kids, the family rooms 
might be the perfect choice. 
The connecting kids rooms  
are designed with elements 
from DreamWorks characters 
making it an interesting 
experience for children.+

old Macau still retains the portuguese style from 
its time as a colony for almost 500 years, a tai chi 
session by the pool at the sheraton hotel, Macau’s 
Grand prix Museum houses several racing cars and 
artefacts from the city’s 60 year old racing history. 
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DReamWoRks 
expeRiences
Considering the number of 
families visiting Macau, it 
didn’t come as a surprise to 
find elaborate activities aimed 
at entertaining kids with 
the use of several popular 
DreamWorks characters like 
the famous Panda, Shrek and 
the King Julien. I thought I was 
too old for animated characters 
and Dragon Training Camp 
(modeled after the popular 
movie “How to Train you 
Dragon”) but turns out adults 
are not immune to the charm of 
these characters.

Activities include a 
parade of all the DreamWorks 
characters dancing to a peppy 
tune through the corridor 
everyday at 3PM. The Dragon 
Training Camp is a big hit 
with kids where the biggest 
attraction is taking picture on 
an impressive 3D painting of 
Toothless and finally meeting 
the dragon at the end of 
the training. (available till 
December 2014) 

Breakfast with the 
DreamWorks characters is 
also quite an entertaining 
event where the characters 
make a dashing entry, walk 
up to you and let the kids 
have pictures taken with their 
favourite characters, be it the 
Panda or Puss in Boots! deals.
sheraton.com/Sheraton-Macao-
Hotel-3120/dreamworks


